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A visit to Poland   May 2011A visit to Poland   May 2011



�� Working with the same interest spring 2011 Working with the same interest spring 2011 
came and all cooperators met in Poland came and all cooperators met in Poland 



�� ……in magnificent in magnificent SopotSopot



�� Students in Poland had prepared themselves in Students in Poland had prepared themselves in 
advanceadvance



�� ……..by writing letters to their new friendsby writing letters to their new friends



�� ……by making giftsby making gifts……..



�� In this way the pleasant meeting started from In this way the pleasant meeting started from 
local teachers` homes local teachers` homes ……



�� ……and continued at schoolsand continued at schools……..



�� ……where we had a whole hearted welcome by where we had a whole hearted welcome by 
presenting their own projectspresenting their own projects……



�� After meeting the teachers and the exchange of After meeting the teachers and the exchange of 
presents presents 



�� ……we had a presentation of our school and we had a presentation of our school and 
more specifically the description of a typical more specifically the description of a typical 
day of a student in  F class in  Greek Primary day of a student in  F class in  Greek Primary 
schoolschool……



�� ……along with a video about along with a video about TsiknopemptiTsiknopempti
customs presented by Greek students of C customs presented by Greek students of C 
classclass……....



�� Later  we visited Polish students in their Later  we visited Polish students in their 
classrooms and we talked about our countriesclassrooms and we talked about our countries



�� Then we were  impressed by  the excellent Then we were  impressed by  the excellent 
school facilities and we felt like students school facilities and we felt like students 
ourselves.ourselves.



�� During the rest of our visit we had the chance During the rest of our visit we had the chance 
to admire to admire SopokSopok with its unique with its unique 
architecturearchitecture……



�� ……but we also visited but we also visited GstaankGstaank and its and its 
harbourharbour……Apart from the old cityApart from the old city……



�� ……we saw the museum toowe saw the museum too…….. ……



……where  we put on knights` armors and shields where  we put on knights` armors and shields 
……



�� ……knights `  weaponsknights `  weapons……



�� ……and physical powers of courseand physical powers of course……..



�� Then we  worked further upon the Then we  worked further upon the 
programmeprogramme……



�� ……when every representative of each country when every representative of each country 
presented the evolution of the tale and  we presented the evolution of the tale and  we 
decided about its completion through the visit decided about its completion through the visit 
to Greeceto Greece



�� Except for work we were able to visit the local Except for work we were able to visit the local 
area and taste the creamy but delicious local area and taste the creamy but delicious local 
cuisinecuisine……



�� ……we went we went 
sightseeing to sightseeing to 
the lovely the lovely 
towntown……



Before  leaving Poland we were  really Before  leaving Poland we were  really 
astonished by students projectsastonished by students projects……



�� ……their hospitalitytheir hospitality……



�� ……but from our Polish colleagues` capacity to but from our Polish colleagues` capacity to 
learn learn foreignforeign languageslanguages ……
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